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Abstract:
In this paper, a novel method is proposed to extract
hand gesture features in
captured

by

the

real-time from RGB-D images

Microsoft's

Kinect.

A

contour

length

information based de-noise method is introduced for the hand
gesture smooth segmentation and edge contour extraction. In
addition, a finger earth mover's distance algorithm is applied
with a novel approach to locate the palm image and extract
fingertip features. Especially the proposed Lasso algorithm
can effectively extract the fingertip feature from a hand
contour curve correctly with excellent real-time performance.

platform in many research field besides computer games,
such as virtual trying on clothes [2], three-dimension
scanner [3], robot navigation [4] and so on [5].
Kinect is designed as a game peripheral, so despite its
powerful real-time human-computer interaction function,
there are some weaknesses in these respects in which no
importance for game user experience due to cost cutting.
And these become obstacles for the application of Kinect
in scientific research.
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1.

Introduction

Kinect is Microsoft's somatic human-computer
interaction device developed for its game console
XBOX360. Actually it is a three-dimension camera that
can provide color image stream, depth image stream,
skeleton image stream and voice stream in real time. Thus
it is able to catch the movement of players in three
dimension. Then we can use simple gestures and voice to
do the human-computer interaction. Kinect hardware
includes a color camera, a depth camera witch consist of an
infrared emitter and a infrared receiver, a set of
microphone sensors, a acceleration sensor and a servo
motor that drive the pitching action in Fig 1.
Traditional
three-dimension
measurement
uses
structured light or time of flight (ToF) [1]. The illumination
is dispersing in time and space. While Kinect depth camera
is based on a new technology called Light-coding, in which
continuous illumination is used, a general CMOS sensor
can be used to reduce cost. In addition, being a game
peripheral, Kinect has strong real-time computing power,
especially for its skeleton stream witch is calculated using
depth information. Due to these advantages, Kinect sensor
works as a low-cost and high-performance hardware

MicrophoneArray
Figure 1. Kinect hardware structure

Kinect is designed as a game peripheral, so despite its
powerful real-time human-computer interaction function,
there are some weaknesses in respects that is of no
importance for game user experience due to cost cutting.
And these become obstacles for the application of Kinect
in scientific research. Specifically, the resolution of
Kinect's color camera and depth camera too low to
recognise some details in particular scene; the color image
data and depth image data cannot match with each other
ideally, so calibration is necessary [6]; depth image data
and skeleton data are usually mixed up with lots of noise,
because they are created by embedded computer using its
inner algorithm, and this will be a problem for some high
robust-needed applications; the depth data has a limitation

of distance measurement witch is designed for computer
game players, Kinect cannot provide reliable distance
information exceed this limitation [7]. So many projects
using Kinect as a hardware platform are trying to find the
way to make up these weaknesses. They include the
calibration of the Kinect's color image data and depth
image data [8]; algorithm for calculation of skeleton data
using raw data [9]; some filtering algorithm of Kinect data
streams [10], and so on.
Hand is the most flexible connector between human
and the outside world, so do human-computer interaction
based on physical sensory. The research of hand gesture
recognition based on the Kinect has become very important
and also has gained widely attention. To recognize hand
gesture, there are three aspects of important work that need
be discussed. First of all, hand detection is the basis of all
other analysis algorithm. Hand detection base on two kinds
of data, they are RGB pixels and depth data. For hand
detection from depth data, segmentation is considered as a
depth clustering problem, where the pixels are divided into
different depth levels in [11]. The critical part is to
determine a threshold, indicating at which depth level the
hand is located. In [12], Lianget comes up with a concise
method, using a clustering algorithm followed by
morphological constraints, he detect hands on the depth
images, then a distance transform to the segmented hand
contour is performed to estimate the palm and its center.
Secondly, hand pose estimation is the key of most hand
gesture recognition research. Finger-Earth Mover's
distance is proposed in [13] to measure the dissimilarities
between different hand shapes. Skeleton-based approaches
deduce the hand pose based on the configuration of the
hand skeleton. The skeleton generation is the key to these
methods. A pioneering work [14] is the random decision
forests (RDF)-based hand skeleton tracking, which can be
seen as a hand-specific version of Shotton's human-body
skeleton tracking. It performs per-pixel classification by
means of the RDF technique and assigns each pixel a hand
part. Then, the mean shift algorithm is applied to estimate
the centers of hand parts to form a hand skeleton. Finally,
hand gesture classification makes it possible to understand
the meanings of hand gestures. Tang et al. [15] establish a
real-time system that is able to identify simple hand
gestures such as grasping and pointing. In this system, a
person's hand is estimated based on a skeletal tracker. Next,
local shape-related features, such as radial histogram and
modified speeded-up robust features (SURF) [16], are
extracted from the image. A support vector machine (SVM)
classifier (with a radial basis function) is used to
distinguish the hand gestures. In this paper, a real-time
hand gesture feature extraction method is proposed by a
novel finger earth mover's distance algorithm and Lasso
algorithm to locate the palm and effectively extract the
hand contour curve.

2. Image segmentation and de-noising combining with

depth information

2.1

Image segmentation

Kinect sensor can output color information and depth
information flow, and with the combination of the two
information flows, the required palm image can be drawn
out from complex background. Color information flow can
be set with several grades of resolution ratio and different
formats. High resolution ratio can provide more
information, while the update rate is low. It is opposite to
the low resolution ratio, users can select according to
specific application. To provide depth information ratio is
one of the characteristics of Kinect, and is also the
foundation of the realization of basic physical sensory. The
value of each frame of image pixel of depth information
flow represents the minimum distance between the point on
the image and the real object. Then it is possible to track
the action of human or erase the background object by the
depth information.
Besides, Kinect can also provide the inner processor
processed and meaningful information for users, such as
player-separated data. Separated data is provided with
bitmap format, each value of image pixel is corresponding
to the number of the player who is the nearest to the
camera at the position of the pixel in the field of view.
The palm will be roughly segmented based only on the
depth information. Firstly, Spatial-temporal filtering (STF)
[2, 3] is employed to track the hand position and based on
the tracking result the hand initial depth can be
automatically chosen, as shown in Fig. 2. Then, the initial
depth is used to determine the depth threshold value, based
on which the palm images are segmented. In addition, the
initial edge of the hand gesture can be achieved using
Sobel method [4].

Figure 2. Hand tracking u sing Spatical-Temporal filtering [2,3],and the
hand trajectory is shown in white dots

2.2 Select the edge contour of image

Dip will go away

With the above image segment result, it is much simple
to select the edge contour of image. Traversal the pixel of
four directions can get the contour of all eight directions.
The pseudo-code shall be found in the algorithm 1 in the
appendix.
Figure 4. Closed operation of morphology
2.3 De-noise by contour length information

The palm image information extracted by method
above is of severe noise. Because the depth information
provided by Kinect sensor has a low resolution ratio. With
such ratio it is difficult to recognize the object like palm,
which is with abundant details. Also, the continuity of
player separation data can not be fully ensured among the
frames, it is with some breaks in times. All the above
reasons make the palm image segmented by only Kinect
depth information very hard and player separation data is
not used in recognition algorithm, which is of high
robustness. In figure 2, there are some holes in the
segmented palm contour. Theses holes are wrongly taken
as pixel that is not belonging to the palm.

The operation of morphology can also filtrate the
second kind of noise, but we consider a method that can
totally eliminate the second noise. It is a method that can
use the contour length information. The principle of the
method is: Suppose the shape of palm and the noise hollow
are all the edges, extract the respective contour point,
divide the eight connected contour point as a group, you
will get several groups of contour chain. Calculate the
length of each group of contour chain, and find out the
longest group. The noise hole is relatively smaller
compared with the real size of palm, so we can consider the
longest group of contour chain as the real contour of palm;
other short chains are formed because of the second kind of
noise. Figure 5 indicates that such method can effectively
recognize and filtrate the second kind of noise.

Figure 3. Problems of noise of image segmentation

By experiment, there are mainly 2 kinds of noises
caused by image segmentation: one kind of noisy point is
connected with the background, because of its existence,
the palm image is separated into several parts, such as the
No.3 black part in figure 3; another kind of noisy point is
inside the palm image, around them, are the recognized
palm image pixel. The existence of such noise will lead to
the hole structure. Such as No.1 and 2 in figure 2.
In order to filtrate the first kind of noise, we use closed
operation that is widely used in image morphology, and
firstly expansion and then corrosion should be undertaken
in figure 4. The principle shall be found as follows:

FigureS. Use long contour information to filtrate the noise

3. Earth Mover's Distance

Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) is defined as measure
criterion compared with histogram. The problem it
concerned is how to change the histogram from one shape
into another one by certain movement (including move part
of the histogram or whole to a new position). Generally,
people always construct the information of histogram by
statistical methods with the application of EMD, then
match the different histograms of different images
according to the algorithm to distinguish different images.
Zhou Ren raised a new method to construct histogram,
which is FEMD (Finger Earth Mover's Distance [6]). In

this method, it is the direct conversion from gesture
contour into histogram instead of the image calculation
histogram information applied in EMD calculation. The
detailed steps of the construction of finger contour
histogram:
•
•
•

•
•

Segment the complete image of palm
Find out the central point of palm image by certain
method
Start from the left contour of wrist; traverse the
whole contour of palm until the right of wrist.
Record the distance from the central point to each
contour point and the angel from the start around
the palm.
Suppose the angle as X-coordinate and the distance
data as Y-coordinate, form the curve graph.
Find the corresponding position of each finger in
curve graph, construct the histogram data required
by EMD algorithm with the area by its width and
the X-coordinate, as shown in figure 6.
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3.1 How to position of palm

In order to use FEMD algorithm, the position
coordinates of palm need to be determined. One method is
to calculate the center of gravity position of the whole palm
as the palm required by the FEMD algorithm. Such method
is of clearly thought and simple algorithm, but there is an
obvious disadvantage: theoretically, the palm center in the
FEMD algorithm shall be the center of palm center image
not including the finger part. Calculating the center
position of the whole image without any distinction will
definitely lead into deviation. Another simple and available
method is applied in this paper, which is to find out all
small regions nearest to the edge contour point by image
corrosion. Then the position is the center of region similar
with the palm center. The last rest region is single pixel,
and we can get the center of circle for palm contour image
by such method under the most ideal circumstance. Such
method can also judge the threshold value by setting the
size of corrosion and adjusting the area of the rest region,
also limited the deviation into a reasonable range. The
program flow chart shall be found as figure 7. After
processing, change the algorithm is correct and available,
the robustness and instantaneity are perfect.
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Figure 6. FEDM gesture recognition algorithm

To compute the FEMD, we need to compute the value
of F. F is defined by minimizing the work needed to move
all the earth piles:
m
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Matric f is the flow matrix in EMD, matric d is the
ground distance matric of the tow signature, R and T. We
find the minimum work needed to move the earth piles.
The first constraint restricts the moving flow to one
direction: from earth piles to the holes. The last constraint
forces the maximum amount of earth possible to be moved.

Figure 7. Pahn extract algorithm

4. Extract fingertip feature by Lasso

Besides the calculation of palm center, the extraction of
fingertip feature is another important step to construct palm
contour curve by EMD algorithm histogram. The fingertip
feature required by FEMD algorithm consists of two kinds
of data, which are the X-coordinate of finger root and the
areas between the fingers. In [6], two kinds of method for
extraction of features of fingertip was mentioned, threshold
and
Near-Convex
Decomposition.
Near-Convex
Decomposition can segment the feature of fingertip in palm
image accurately, and is with well robustness. The
disadvantage is also obvious, such as complicated
algorithm and awful real-time. The threshold applies the
simplest strategy, by given a certain value of threshold and
all parts that higher than the threshold value shall be
considered as the feature of fingertip. This method has high
requirement of palm contour curve, and easily to be
effected by noise.
In our paper, another new algorithm to extract the
features of fingertips, called Lasso, is proposed with both
fast computation and high robustness. By imitating the
looping into the pillar, take the fingertip as a pillar. The
width of these pillars is almost the same. Extraction of the
features of these pillars is like the process of looping the
pillars with the lasso which diameter is similar with the
width of the pillars. When the lasso goes down to the
bottom or it is tightened, the extraction can be seen as
finished. The process of the above algorithm shall be found
in the following figure 8. The algorithm of the Lasso can
be found in algorithm 2 in the appendix.

Compared with Near-Convex Decomposition algorithm,
Lasso algorithm deal with a simple two-dimensional curve
instead of three-dimensional image. And for each data
point of the curve, it needs only one traverse in the worst
case. In fact, those data points that do not belong to a
fingertip feature will be ignored automatically. So the lasso
algorithm has a very low time complexity and shows
outstanding performance as a real-time algorithm. Also,
lasso algorithm shows pretty good reliability. There is
significant difference between fingertip features and noise
signal from the perspective of lasso principle. And lasso
algorithm support for dynamic modification of lasso length,
so that fingertip features with different size can be adapted.
Several examples results achieved by lasso algorithm to
extract the fingertip features are shown in figure 9.

Figure 9. Result of lasso algorithm
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated how to extract hand
gesture features from depth data in real-time via Kinect
sensor. Firstly, we described the technical principles and
features of the Kinect camera. And on this basis, we
analysis the difficulties and key content on Kinect study. A
real-time approach was proposed to extract the hand
gesture feature by using image segmentation, Earth
Mover's Distance and Lasso algorithms.

Figure 8 Process of extract of fingertip features

In the step of palm image segmentation, we use a
contour length information based de-noise method, which
is simple but practical. The hand gesture image has regular
and stable contour, while the noise signal in the depth data
is scattered and unstable, so the hand gesture feature

always has longer contour than the noise signal. Therefore,
significant effect can be achieved by setting a contour
length threshold value. Then FEMD algorithm was
proposed with new methods in the calculation of central
point of palm image and the extraction of fingertip feature.
Especially the proposed lasso algorithm can extract the
fingertip feature from a hand contour curve correctly with
excellent real-time performance. Future research will be
focused on application in effective dynamic hand gestures
and their recognition via the proposed hand features [1718].
Appendix
Algorithm 1

Hand Edge Contour Generation
Pixel[r] {Pixel is a 4 dimensional dataset with n
pixels in the RGB-D image and r = {I, ... ,n} , n is the total
number of the pixels in the image}
Require: Hand_centre {Hand_centre is the location of the
centre of the tracked hand }
Require: initial_depth {initial_depth is the average depth
of the tracked hand}
mini_depth = initial_depth-offset {offset is the user chosen
threshold}
max_depth = initial_depth+offset
for all i such that O::;i::;n do
if mini_depth ::;depth(i) ::; max_depth and Ipos(i) 
Hand_centre I ::;0.5*body_length {body_length is
the preset length of the body in pixels; depth(i)
returns the depths of pixcel[i]; posO gets the
position of pixel[i], } then
is_hand[i] � true { is_hand[] is an array
that indicates hand pixels}
else
is_hand[i] !R false
end if
Require:

end for
for all

i such that O::;i::;n do
ifIs_hand[i]==true then
� {kl, ... ,k81

Ipos(kr)-pos(i)I<2}

{get the
eight nearby pixels around the ith pixel, O::;r::;n}

K

8

if c Is
j=!

else

else

_

hand[ kj ]

==

true then

Is_contour[i] !R true {Is_contour[]
array that indicates the hand contour}

Is_contour[i] !R false
end if

IS

an

end

end for
return

is_contour[i] !R false
if

is contour

Algorithm 2

Lasso Algorithm
struct m_signature {structure of fingertip feature}
{
int a,b {the coordinate values of the fingers}
bool R_suspended,L_suspended {indicates if the lasso
is suspended}
double rope_length {the length of the lasso}
}

Dim

m_signature_num As int {number of the fingertip
signature}
Dim L_cur As int {left cursor of the lasso}
Dim R_cur As int {right cursor of the lasso}
Dim R cur move As bool
Dim L_cur_move As bool {if the cursor should be moved}
Dim distance As int {the dynamic length of the lasso}
Dim pre_distance As int {the former dynamic length of the
lasso}
Rope(m_signature[],m_signature_num,L_cur,R_cur,R_cur
_move,distance,pre_distance) {function of the lasso
algorithm}
{
For all i such that O:Si:Sm_signature_num
{m_signature_num is the number of fingertip features}
then

While

distance<m_signature[i].rope_length {if the
length of the lasso is longer than the preset value of the
width of the finger,that means the lasso has clamped
completely, the lasso procedure will come to an end}

Do

If (R_suspended) AND (R_cur_move) then
R_cur<-R_cur+1 {move R_cur right}
calculate R_suspended
If R_suspended==ture {if the right side of the
lasso is suspended, then its left side will move
left} then
R cur move!R false
calculate distance
end if
If(distance>pre_distance) AND (!L_suspended)
{if the length of the lasso become longer, then
its left side will move left} then
R cur move!R false
pre_diStance!R distance

Else

If(!L_suspended)AND(L_cur_move) then
L_cur!R L_cur+1
calculate L_suspended

[5]

end if

IfL_suspended==true {if the left side of the
lasso is suspended, then move the right side
towards the right next} then
R_cur_move!R true
calculate distance
end if

If(distance>pre_distance&&!R_suspended) {if
the length of the lasso become longer,then move
the right side towards the right} then
R_ cur_move m true
pre distance m distance

[6]

[7]

[8]

end if

end while
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